Basics
Our investigations concern a game with two players, named Paul and Carole and three parameters n, 4, k, known to both players. Carole thinks of an integer x from one to n. Paul hasuestions with which to determine x. The questions must be of the form "Is XEA?", where A E { 1, . . . . ~1. He (Paul) may use previous answers before deciding his next question. Carole is permitted to lie but she (Carole) may lie at most k times through the entire course of the game. Paul wins if at the end of theuestions there is a unique possible value for x. We allow Carole to play an adversary strategy, i.e., Carole does not actually pick an x but answers all questions so that there is at least one x that she could have picked. Now the game is one of perfect information and so we can say for given n, q, k that either Paul or Carole will win the game. The question is: Who wins? Note that when k=O the game reverts to the classical "Twenty Questions" and Paul wins if and only if n G 29. Throughout this paper we shall consider k a fixed positive integer. 0304 -3975/92/$05.00 0 1992-Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
In Section 3 we give, for k fixed and q sufficiently large and dependent on k, necessary and sufficient conditions on n for Paul to win. Mathematically, however, we think of the main theorem of Section 2 as the central result and the results of Section 3 as basically corollaries.
We shall actually analyze a generalization of this game with the single parameter n replaced by a sequence of nonnegative integers x0, x1, . . . , xk. Let Ai, 0 <i < k, be disjoint sets, with JAi 1 =xi; these sets known to both players. Now Carole selects XEA~ u ... uA,. If XeAi then Carole is permitted to lie at most k-i times. Again, Carole can play an adversary strategy so that either Paul or Carole will win the game. The n, q, k games correspond to x0 =n, x1 = ... =xk =O. The more general use of X 0, ..', xk, besides its intrinsic interest, is useful for analyzing "middle positions" of the n, q, k game. In this sense Xi gives a count on those x for which if x is the answer then Carole has already lied i times.
We like to think of this game in terms of chips. Imagine a board with positions marked (from left to right) 0, 1, . . , k. There is one chip for each possible answer x. A chip is placed on position i when if x is the answer Carole can lie at most k -i more times. Thus, the x0, . . ..x.+ game starts with xi chips on position i for each i. In this context how is the game played? Each round (q is now the number of rounds) Paul selects a set A of chips, corresponding to asking the question "Is XEA?". A "No" answer by Carole would mean that, for each x~A, if x is the answer then it has been lied about one more time. This corresponds to moving all chips in A one position to right. Chips that were in position k are removed from the board. A "Yes" answer by Carole corresponds to moving all chips not in A one position to the right. That is, Paul selects a set A of chips and Carole selects whether to move all chips in A or all chips not in A one position to the right. Carole is not permitted to move all the chips off the board (although this would not occur in actual play). Paul wins if at the end of the game there is precisely one chip remaining on the board. We define the state to be the vector P =(x0, . . , xk), or, in the chip board formulation, the picture with Xi chips on position i, 0 < i < k. The state will change during the game as the chips are moved.
Work on liar games has been inspired in the last generation by comments in the autobiography of Ulam [6] . This author was involved in one of the early papers [3] . Pelt [4] has completely solved the case where Carole can lie at most k = 1 time. There has been a spurt of recent work, most notably [1,2] The specific names Paul and Carole were not randomly chosen. The initials P and C refer to Pusher-Chooser games investigated by this author in, e.g., [S] . Paul may be considered the Great QuestionerPaul Erdos. And Carole may be thought of as her acronym-Oracle! A Fundamental Inequality.
We define the weight of a chip on position i as Pr[B(q, 0.5)~ k-i].
Here B(q, 0.5) is the standard Binomial distribution, the number of heads in q flips of a fair coin. The weight of a state is defined as the sum of the weights of the chips.
Theorem. If a state has weight more than 1 then Carole wins.
Proof. We first imagine Carole announcing a random strategy-whatever set A Paul selects, Carole will then flip a fair coin to decide whether to move the chips of A or the chips not in A one position to the right. (If by this strategy all chips are removed we will agree that Carole has lost.) The coin flips are done separately each round. Now a strategy for Paul has a probability of winning. For each chip c let X, be the indicator random variable for c to remain on the board at the end of the game. Regardless of Paul's strategy, each chip will move forward with probability 0.5 each turn -if the coin flip "matches" whether CEA -and the movements on the different turns are mutually independent.
If c starts at position j, its position at the end of the game is given by j+B(q,0.5), or "off the board' if this is larger than k. Thus, E[X,], the probability of remaining on the board, is precisely the weight of the chip c. Let X=xX,, the sum over all chips c. Linearity of expectation gives E[X] =CE[X,], which is the weight of the state which we assume to be greater than one. In particular, this implies that we cannot have X < 1 always, so that with positive probability Carole will win.
However, this is a perfect information game and so with perfect play either Paul or Carole will always win. Since no strategy allows Paul to always win, there is a strategy (not randomized) so that Carole always wins! 0
We introduce a useful notation: Note that in a game with j rounds this is 2j times the previously defined weight. The integrality of this weight function will prove useful. We will continue to use q to represent the total number of rounds in the game and we will use j to represent the number of rounds remaining at some intermediate point. 
The main result
Our object will be to give a partial converse to the above statement. Let us first give an example that shows that the complete converse is not valid. Let k = 1, n = 5 (i.e., x0 =5, x1 =0) and let q=5, so that ws(5,0)=5(6)=30Q2'.
Carole is thinking of a number from one to five, she may lie once, and Paul has five questions. The first question that best splits the possibilities is "Is x<22?". If Carole says "No", the new position is (3,2) and w4 (3,2) = 3 (5) + 2 > 24, so that Carole wins. In a certain sense, this example shows that there is a problem with integrality-we cannot split five possibili- 
=$xi((<~-i)'(<k~i-I)) =g xi ( i:!i)=wj+I(P).
We further define
dj(P,U)=Wj(YES(P,U))-Wj(NO(P,U)).
Here is the core of Paul's strategy. Initially, wq( P)=2q. If at any stage of the game there are j moves left and the state is P with wj(P)> 2j then Carole has won. Suppose His objective is to make these decisions so that their effects balance out precisely. The chips at position k have a special function, we shall call them pennies. Placing a penny in or out of A will either add or subtract one from Aj. Now we introducejictitious play and perfect play. As usual, we assume that there are j+ 1 moves remaining in the game. In general, to find uk we get an equation to solve of the form Aj = 2~ -A = 0. We claim A will always be even. For any integral vector u, since wj( YES(P, u))+ wj(NO(P,u))=2j+' iseven,Aj(P,u)=wj(YES(P,u))-wj(NO(P,u))isalsoevenand, hence, A must be even. The problem is: A, and hence uk, might be negative. As an example, again with k=2, j= 10, consider the position P= (29, 8, 9) , again with w,,(P)=29 (67) 
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In fictitious play we imagine Paul and Carole continuing to play formally (i.e., with state P Paul selects v and then Carole changes the state to either YES(P,u) or NO(P, II)), even though the number of pennies may turn negative. Note that the other coordinates will remain positive. We let
denote the state P when there are j rounds remaining in the game. Thus, fit(q) is simply the initial state of the game. Actually, there are many possible values offic( j) dependent on both Paul's choices of floor or ceiling and Carole's choices of "Yes" or "No". When we give (as we shall) inequalities involvingfici(j) we mean that these inequalities hold regardless of Paul and Carole's choices. We shall show that, under our conditions, fictitious play will not leave us with negative numbers fick(j) of pennies.
Perfect play. When the state is P, Paul selects v = P/2. Again, we imagine Paul and We shall show that fictitious play is fairly close to perfect play. For 0 <id k and q >j>O we define the error functions
Lemma. There is a constant c2 so that for all j> 1 ek(j)<c2jk.
Proof. We first note that for all j eo( j)< 1.
With perfect play the zeroth coordinate is x02-(4-j), with j questions remaining (i.e., it halves each round) while with fictitious play it is either Lx~~-'~-~'J or rx,,2-'q_j'l since each round it halves with roundoff. We also note trivially that all e,(q)=0 as the game has not yet begun. Now let 1 d id k. Then the inductive definition of perfect play gives
In contrast, now with 1 d i < k
since both ui and vi-1 may be at most $ away from pi/2 and pi _ ,/2, respectively. Subtracting, we bound for 1 G i < k
ei(j)<l++ei(j+l)++ei-1(j+l).
SetMi=2'+'-l,sothatM,=l andMi<l+~Mi+~Mi_,.(Itisonlyimportantfor the argument that the Mi be constants.) Then a double induction (first on i, then on j) gives that for O<i<k and qaj>O
Pennies are special. In fictitious play having chosen oO, . . . , uk _ i we determine uk by the equation
The pi -2~ are 0 or f 1 and the nonzero values alternate signs. Hence, the sum is at most (i) in absolute value and, hence, Now we bound (not worrying too much about constant factors)
IfiCk(j)-~(fiCk(j+l)+fiC~-l(j+l))l~jk+l
and, so, as we can absorb ek-1 (j+ l), which was previously absolutely bounded, into the constant cl. Now, uniformly over j& 1, we bound ek( j)< 2 c1xk2j-xdc1jk m j+y k
Here we have set y = x -j. Effectively, old errors have been ameliorated by the halving process. The sum is maximized when j = 1 but even then C( 1 + ~)~2 -7 is convergent so that ek( j)<cZjk. 0
Paul's strategy. Paul's strategy is actually quite simple to describe. He plays fictitious play until there is at most one nonpenny remaining on the board. At that point, a specialized (although quite straightforward) strategy that we will call endgame sees him through to the end. The analysis of this strategy requires proving that fictitious play does not leave him with a negative number of pennies. We split the analysis into several stages: We select c so that ~2~~ 3 c2, thus assuring that Paul will survive for the first k rounds. Now consider the middle stage. The probability that B(q -j, 0.5) = k -i is at least 2 -(4-j), so that
ppk(j)= i xiPr[B(q-j,0.5)=k-i]32-'q-" i=O
Here 1 xi is the number of chips at the beginning of the game. As the maximum weight of a chip is ( 2,) < qk and the total weights of the chips is 2q, the number of chips is at least 2q/qk. Hence, so that in this stage and even a bit beyond. In the late-middle stage we must bound a bit more carefully. Our condition on the Indeed, with j=o(q) these three probabilities are asymptotically equivalent. Thus, we may bound
The above argument applies for the early-end stage j as well so that Paul may continue applying fictitious play. Our object now will be to show that at the end of the early-end stage (i.e., j- 4 6) there is at most one nonpenny remaining. We first show that at the beginning of the early-end stage there are a bounded number of chips in each position s < k and, hence, a bounded number of nonpennies. As e,(j) is bounded, it suffices to show that pp,( j) is bounded. We know that 
The original game
We return to the original game with k lies and q moves. In our formulation the original position is P = (n, 0, . . . , 0) . For Paul to win we must have n ( <k) < 2q and we have seen examples where this condition is not sufficient. Let us define ansk(q) to be the maximal n for which Paul wins the game, so that, from the condition w,(P)<~~, we bound Suppose that where c5 is a large absolute (although, as always, dependent on k) constant. For c5 sufficiently large we may add cqk pennies to give a position P'= (n, 0, . . . , 0, cqk) which still has w,(P)<~~ and so by the main theorem Paul wins. As adding pennies can only make the game harder for Paul, Paul wins the original game and, hence, we may bound where ISI =O(qk+'+') and l'i was chosen so that there is an integer solution. Thus, there is a solution with all 1zj 1 = O(qk+'+' ). Paul moves this u+. For q sufficiently large this implies that xi/3 <yi < 2Xi/3, SO that this is a legitimate move and the coordinates of the new P will be at least half those of the old P. and that so that, regardless of Carole's move, the new P has wq-i _ I (P) in the appropriate interval. Now at the end of k rounds the position P has wq -k (P) < vk d 2q-k and the number of pennies is at least n3-k >cqk; so by the main theorem Paul wins. 0
The first k moves
Given an initial position P =(x0, . . , xk) and a number of moves q we would like to decide if Paul or Carole wins. Our analysis will be for k fixed (as usual) and q sufficiently large. Proof. If wq( P) > 2q then Paul can neither win nor survive k moves. If wq(P) < 2q -cqk then Paul wins and, hence, also survives k moves. Therefore, we may and shall assume that 24 -cqk< w,(P)d24.
We let P satisfy the above inequalities and assume that Paul can survive k moves. Fix a decision tree of depth k describing Paul's survival and let 9 denote the set of position vectors appearing in those first k moves. We let t = t(P) denote the depth (or round number) on which P appears so that the original P = P" has t = 0 and the leaves of the decision tree have t( P)=k. Write w(P) for w4-,( P) where t= t(P). For any nonleaf P the two children PyEs and PNo satisfy w(P)=w(PYES)+w(PNo).
The bound on w(P") and the upper bound on all w(P) force all P at depth f to have 2g-'-0(qk)<W(P)<2qp'.
FOfanyP=(XO,...,Xk)E~Witht=t(P)let wi=xi(2i:i)andlet Wbetheset ofall such Wi. The original P" must have some Wi >(2*/k)(l+ o(1)) and wk = O(qk). As W has constant (dependent on k) size we find that for q sufficiently large A >q5k, so that all WE W have either w < A3-k or w > A3kq and that the initial P" contributes w in both categories. We now create a new decision tree, with nodes denoted by P*. The root node is P" in both cases. We require w( P*) to be the same as w(P) for the corresponding P. We require that for the P* at depth t the values wi all satisfy either wi<A3-kf' or Wi > A3k-'q, and we shall call such coordinates small or large, respectively. We shall further require that small coordinates in P* be precisely the same value as the same coordinates in the corresponding P. Further, for any coordinate the values xi, XT must be congruent modulo 2k-'. Finally, we require that if the ith coordinate of P* is large then both the ith and the (i+ 1)st coordinates of both its children will be large and, conversely, if thejth coordinate of a child (in the *-tree) is large then either thejth or the (j-1)st coordinate of its parent must be large. If we can accomplish this then with the new decision tree at the end of k rounds in every branch the kth coordinate will be large, so that xk = wk 2 Aq $ qk. Hence, by our main theorem Paul can win that game.
The new decision tree is created top-down, formally by induction. Suppose that to a position P=(x,, . . . . xk) at depth t we have corresponded a position P* =(x8 , . . . , xt) and that in the old tree Paul's move is now y =(y,, . . , yk). We need define a move y* =(yz, . . , yt) for the new tree. If the coordinate i is small in the new tree then Xi =x: and in that case we set yi =yi. Let L denote the set of i for which the ith coordinate is large in P*. The requirement that the weights of the children be equal in the two trees may be written as Since A>q5k (which leaves some room to spare), all iEL have xr =s2(q4k) and, therefore, 0.48x: <yi ~0.52~:
for all icL. This is the desired move. Besides the congruence condition note that if xi is large in P* then in both of its children the ith and (i+ 1)st coordinates are at least 0.48x? and so by induction, also large. 0
